Fully searchable War Memorial Records launched with
images of each name!
The Genealogist has launched a unique service that allows you to
find your ancestor on the largest collection of combined War
Memorial records and images currently available anywhere.
With 100,000 records at the launch at WDYTYA Live and a fast
growing coverage it could quickly find those ancestors with a
memorial.

Records ranging from soldiers lost in the Boer War in 1901 to more modern day
conflicts such as in Northern Ireland, there are a number of records to access in
our War Memorial collection.
Using our sophisticated search technology, with just the basic details, you can
locate full information on where a soldier is commemorated, find out more
details such as the regiment he was in and full location of the War Memorial and
even see images of the war memorial itself to view the name of your ancestor!
This is the first time that a fully searchable database of war memorials, complete
with photographs has been made available. It’s also the first time genealogical
records have been linked in with other services to provide a great wealth of
information.
Each transcript brings up details of the memorial with overview images of the
entire memorial and is connected to Google Maps with StreetView to see the
precise location of the memorial. The memorial is in turn linked to the Imperial
War Museum’s Memorial Archive, giving you further details about the memorial,
such as who built it, when it was built, who paid for it and more.
Find your ancestor using just their name, locate their memorial and add the
images and information to your family history records or even plan your visit!
More details and a useful case study are available below.
For more information and any hires images on TheGenealogist, please contact
us.

###

War Memorial Records on TheGenealogist
Did your ancestor make the ultimate sacrifice? Now find an ancestor on the war
memorials, with complete transcripts and high resolution images with location
directions. Find out exactly where your ancestor is commemorated using the
latest search technology. Full details are given with a clear image of the
memorial and then a handy clickthrough to see where the memorial is located,
allowing a follow up visit to be made.
With just the basic details you can find your relative on the war
memorial with the hitech search features on TheGenealogist. Be
surprised at just where our records can lead you!
Our example shows a council worker from Islington, London. All we previously
knew from talking to relatives was his name  A.T. Jackson and that he was in
the Royal Artillery. Using the SmartSearch on TheGenealogist we input his basic
details:

The result gives the following accurate results, with A T Jackson appearing, listed
in The Royal Field Artillery.

From the full record transcript, we find out that our ancestor was a member of
Borough Council Staff, at London Islington Council. Clicking on the ‘View Original
Image’ gives us a view of his name on the war memorial.

A full image of the war memorial and other relevant images with useful
information are provided to really get a feel for where your ancestor is
commemorated. There is also a clickthrough option to Google Maps with Street
View, so you can view the actual street and location! TheGenealogist brings
everything together on one page, making things as easy as possible in your
search quest.

With high resolution images, TheGenealogist takes you to a clear view of the war
memorial. See your ancestor’s name in the list of commemorated war deaths.

The many images provided include close up shots and more distant images. Here

we see the outside location of the memorial, in this case, Islington Council
Offices.

There’s a handy link to Google Maps with Street View allowing you to view the
memorial in panoramic detail (if located outside). Here we are able to see the
outside street which is handy if planning a visit to familiarise yourself with the
area.

Finally, we have the option to clickthrough to the Imperial War Museum War
Memorial Archive to get full details on the war memorial we are interested in.
With full address, type of memorial and inscription it is the final piece of the
jigsaw.

For the first time, TheGenealogist becomes the first family history website to
offer a large amount of fully searchable names and images of those
commemorated on war memorials. Find your ancestor with just the basic details,
locate their memorial and add the images and information to your family history
records or even plan your visit!
###
For more information and hi res images for the press release please contact us.

